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is paper presents a design and analyzes the performance of an actuator operation scheduler for wireless sensor and actuator
networks, aiming at efficiently managing power consumption and distributing peak load in smart grid buildings. To create a
schedule within an acceptable response time, a genetic algorithm is designed, and the scheduler places the operations of activated
tasks to appropriate time slots in the allocation table. For genetic operations, each schedule is encoded to an integer-valued vector,
where each element represents either start time or binary allocationmap of the associated task according to the task type.e �tness
function evaluates the schedule quality by estimating the load of the peaking slot. Out-task model de�nes P-Penalty andN-Penalty
to account for the extrapower load brought by the delayed start of task operation. e performance measurement results obtained
from a prototype implementation reveal that our genetic scheduler reduces the peak load by up to 35.2% for the given parameter set
compared with the Earliest scheduling scheme, intelligently compromising two con�icting requirements of even load distribution
and small initiation delay.

1. Introduction

It is too much well known that wireless sensor networks, or
WSNs in short, are extending their application areas even to
harsh environments such as battle�elds and chemical process
facilities. Moreover, they are commonly integrating a variety
of actuators speci�c to the system goal, forming wireless
sensor and actuator networks (WSANs). eir typical appli-
cation is real-timemonitor-and-control of critical systems. In
the mean time, the smart grid is apparently also a promising
target of WSANs. As a future power system, the smart grid
pursues continuous monitoring, pervasive communication,
self-healing reliability, and timely reaction to meet the grow-
ing demand for sustainable and clean electric energy [1]. In
the smart grid, WSANs provide essential infrastructure for
automaticmetering and remote systemmonitoring.ere are
many standard WSAN technologies available to the smart
grid including Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ultrawideband, and Zigbee
[2]. Upon those protocols, many different energy-related
applications can work without human intervention, further
bene�ting fromM2M technologies [3].

InWSANs, sensor applications capture the current status
of the monitoring target via sensor readings, while the
actuators are triggered by the control logic. Every sensor and
actuator operation accompanies power consumption. Power
management has long been a major issue in WSANs and
achieved great improvement especially in wireless commu-
nication [4]. For example, Zigbee devices are known to be
able to last for several years without battery replacement
[5]. Hence, the requirement on power efficiency is gradually
moving from sensor part to actuator part. Particularly, in
smart grid buildings, heaters or air conditioners are turned
on or off based on continuous monitoring of environment
variables such as temperature [6]. e simultaneous oper-
ation of multiple actuators may lead to sharp increase in
power consumption, deteriorating the frequency quality and
thus jeopardizing the safe operation of the power supply
system [7]. e scheduling-based coordination of actuator
operations can shi the power load to light-loaded time
interval, alleviating the above-mentioned problems.

In the smart grid perspective, the energy-efficient actu-
ator schedule belongs to the demand response. Not only
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actuator operations but also the execution of sensing appli-
cations themselves require power consumption. In smart
buildings which are equipped with many actuator devices
such as lighting facilities, elevator management, HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) systems, and
electric pumps, peak load shiing is more important [6].
Furthermore, charging facilities for electric vehicles will be
installed in buildings. For actuator operation scheduling,
time window is divided into �xed-length time slots, and each
operation is aligned with the slot. Namely, actuators can be
started, suspended, or resumed at each slot boundary. In
addition, the load pro�le or interchangeably consumption
pro�le contains the sequence of power demand along the
time axis for each actuator operation. Currently, information
on power consumption statistics is available in public for
diverse appliances [8].

e scheduling problem for actuator operations is quite
similar to real-time task scheduling in that tasks have their
own deadlines [9]. Each actuator operation can be taken as
a processing task while tasks arrive when the control logic
decides the control action. At each arrival, task scheduling
is performed. However, in actuator scheduling, tasks can
run in parallel within the provisioned power cable capacity.
Here, by task scheduling, some actuator operations can be
delayed while others start at the moment they are activated
by the control logic. e delayed start may lead to the
change in power consumption dynamics. For example, the
delayed initiation of air conditioners or heaters can possibly
extend the operation length or increase the amount of power
consumption. e scheduler must take into account this
factor in schedule generation. However, such task scheduling
is in most cases a complex time-consuming problem quite
sensitive to the number of tasks, so conventional optimiza-
tion schemes are impractical due to their extremely long
execution time.

For better responsiveness, suboptimal search techniques
are indispensable in spite of optimality loss. Genetic algo-
rithms are one of the most widely used suboptimal search
techniques in many different areas, not restricted to just
engineering problems [10]. It can generate a task schedule
within an acceptable time bound, and its execution time
is even controllable by adjusting the number of genetic
iterations. Moreover, it can combine a variety of efficient
heuristics such as initial population selection. In this regard,
this paper designs an actuator operation scheduling scheme
for WSANs based on genetic algorithms. �o this end, �rst, it
is necessary to encode a schedule to a chromosome, which
is represented by an integer-valued vector. Second, a �tness
function must be de�ned to evaluate the quality of each
schedule, accounting for different task behaviors according
to the delayed start time. Finally, genetic operators, such
as selection, crossover, and mutation, are tailored for the
schedule generation based on the given task model.

is paper is organized as follows: aer issuing the
problem in Section 1, Section 2 surveys the background
and related work of this paper. Section 3 explains actu-
ator operation scheduler, focusing on encoding scheme
design, the �tness function de�nition, and genetic operation
customization. Aer performance measurement, results are

demonstrated and discussed in Section 4; Section 5 �nally
summarizes and concludes the paper with a brief introduc-
tion of future work.

2. Background and RelatedWork

Reference [1] overviews the promising applications of WSNs
for electric power systems, where timely information is
essential for reliable power transmission and distribution
from generation units to end users. ose applications
include wireless automatic meter reading, remote system
monitoring, equipment fault diagnostics, and the like. WSNs
in the smart grid are expected to efficiently cope with harsh
environmental conditions, reliability and latency require-
ment, packet errors with variable link capacity, and resource
constraint. It focuses on the measurement of the WSN link
quality in the electric-power-system environment in terms of
background noise, channel characteristics, and 2.4GHz band
attention. Hence, extensive �eld tests have been conducted
on IEEE 802.15.4-compliant sensor nodes. e experiment
environments include a 500 kV substation, a main power
control room, and an underground network transformer
vault. Aer all, the wireless channel has been modeled using
a log-normal shadowing path-loss model.

Reference [11] considers joint problems of control and
communication in WSANs for building control systems,
where WSAN serves as components of control loops. It
focuses on controlling the environment variables, such as
temperature, humidity, and illumination by means of heat-
ing, air conditioning, ventilating, and lighting. is system is
built on top of 3-tier design consisting of network, control,
and user interface. e authors propose both centralized
and distributed control schemes, respectively. For both of
them, �alman �lters compensate for packet losses and delays
in wireless channels to estimate the current WSAN status,
while the control action is decided by means of the control
objective function. e performance comparison between
centralized and distributed schemes is conducted in terms
of control performance, energy efficiency, computational
complexity, and packet loss rate. However, their control
decision procedure does not consider explicitly the power
consumption dynamics in actuators.

Reference [5] addresses that WSNs will play a key role
in the deployment of the smart grid towards residential
premises, hosting various demand and energy management
applications. e authors evaluate the performance of in-
home energy management schemes focusing on the energy
cost reduction. is scheme allows its applications to be
�exibly built on top of wireless sensor networks in home area.
Here, the Zigbee technology is exploited for communication
between the energy management unit and other power enti-
ties such as appliances, smartmeters, and storage devices.e
management system also incorporates SEP (Smart Energy
Pro�le) 2.0 developed by ZigbeeAlliance for the standardized
message format and exchange procedure in automatic meter-
ing applications. e performance of the sensor network
part depends on the packet size generated by the monitoring
application. e simulation-based experiment �nds out that
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the smaller packet size is preferred for smart grid applications
from the viewpoint of packet delivery ratio, delay, and jitter.
Anyway, standard WSNs can be seamlessly integrated into
smart grid systems.

Reference [12] presents a strategy for deep demand
response of power loads considering the availability of renew-
able energies. Its monitoring and controlling architecture
also employs WSNs, where each sensor is attached to a low-
powerwirelessmote running an IPv6-compatible networking
layer. A set of motes forms an ad hoc network while a
laptop computer provides a gateway to the global network.
e authors introduce the notion of slack, which means the
potential of an energy load to be advanced or deferred without
affecting earlier or later operations. According to the operation
model integrating the slack, the distribution of appliance
operations can lead to a better match of energy consumption
to generation. e thermostatically controlled load is the
main target of the time-dependent power consumptionman-
agement, and this schememainly focuses on the coordination
of renewable energy. eir power consumption model is
reasonable, and our schemewill adapt it for explicit appliance
scheduling.

In the mean time, our research team has been conducting
researches on demand response schemes for the purpose of
applying the research results promptly in Jeju area, which
has established one of the world’s largest smart grid testbeds
[13]. Main focus is put on efficient scheduling of power
device operations and charging of electric vehicles in smart
homes, buildings, and charging stations. Based on the task
model consisting of preemptive and nonpreemptive tasks,
our strategies build an operation schedule for the given
time window either by genetic algorithms or by exhaustive
searches combined with a heuristic [14]. ey are mainly
concerning how to reduce peak load by distributing each task
operation as evenly as possible. In addition, for the efficient
integration of renewable energies in a smart grid unit, a
dual battery management scheme decides when to charge or
discharge each battery according to the availability of wind
power generation and power demand approximation [15].
Until now, the power consumption is assumed to be constant
irrespective of its start time.

3. Actuator Operations Scheduler Design

3.1. System and Task Models. Figure 1 depicts our system
model which is inherited from the typical wireless WSAN
architecture. As our design is targeted at smart grid buildings,
sensors and actuators are selected for building environment
control. Aer the sensor data analysis, a series of control
actions are determined. e actuator control process noti�es
the power scheduler of those tasks. Each action has its own
time constraint that must be completed within a speci�c time
instant. Its power consumption is speci�ed by load pro�le
which is a sequence of power amount consumed on each time
interval. At each task arrival, the power scheduler generates
a new schedule or modi�es an existing schedule considering
the load pro�le and already admitted tasks. According to the
schedule, the switch controller unit turns on or off power
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F 1: System model.

switches which connect respective electric devices to the
power supply, be it the main power line or local renewable
energies.

e operation schedule is denoted by a𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 time table,
where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of tasks, and 𝑁𝑁 is the number of
time slots. For task speci�cation, task 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 can be modeled
by the tuple of ⟨𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖, 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖⟩. First, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 indicates whether
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 is preemptive or nonpreemptive. In addition, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is the
activation time of 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖, 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 is the deadline, and 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 denotes
the operation length, which corresponds to the length of
the consumption pro�le entry. A nonpreemptive task can
start from its activation to the latest start time, which can
be calculated by subtracting 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 from 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖. Actually, 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖
is equivalent to the slack of 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖. When a start time is selected,
the pro�le entry is just copied to the allocation table one by
one, as the task must not be preempted once it has started. In
contrast, the preemptive task case is quite complex. To meet
its time constraint, 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 out of (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖) slots are picked for
device operation. e operation can be intermittent.

e load power pro�le is practical for characterizing the
power consumption behavior of each task. As an example,
power consumption for ventilation process depends on the
selected program. Along the time axis, the activated set of
devices will be different stage by stage, and accordingly the
amount of power consumption is different for each stage.
e scheduler can assume that the power requirement of
each operation step is known in priori. Here, the power
consumption pattern for every electric device is aligned
to the �xed-size time slot. Actually, each actuator has its
own time scale in its power consumption. However, we can
take the average value during each time slot considering
voltage regulating equipments commonly available in most
buildings. e length of a time slot can be tuned according
to the system requirement on the schedule granularity and
the computing time. is length usually coincides with the
period of price signal change in power trade systems.

In addition to the standard consumption behavior spec-
i�ed by the load pro�le, we de�ne two parameters to adapt
the consumption dynamics according to the delayed start of
actuator operations. First, P-Penalty represents the increase
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in the power consumption for each slot of delay. If P-
Penalty is 5% and 2 slots are delayed, the power consumption
increases by 10% in every slot. Second, N-Penalty denotes
the amount of delay which leads to one slot extension in
operation length. IfN-Penalty is 3 and the actuator operation
is delayed by 6 slots, the operation length increases by 2 slots.
e power consumption in the extended slots is equal to the
per-slot average. Additionally, if it is delayed by 4 slots and
the average per-slot power consumption is 3, the operation
length increases by 2 slots. Here, the power consumption
in the �rst-extended slot is 3, and that in the second slot
is 1, which corresponds to a third of the average per-
slot consumption. is adaptation model accounts for the
common behavioral tendency that the power consumption
largely increases in proportion to the amount of delay [12].

3.2. Encoding and Fitness Function. In the development of
genetic scheduler, it is necessary to represent an allocation
table by a chromosome or an integer-valued vector. Our
design takes 𝑁𝑁 integers for a schedule, where each element
is associated with a task. A vector element has different
meanings according to the task type. For a nonpreemptive
task, the integer element denotes the slot from which its task
operation starts. A single number is enough to represent the
task operation in the allocation table, as a nonpreemptive
task goes to the end without being suspended, once it has
started. It can start from its activation time to the latest start
time, which can be calculated by subtracting 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 from 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖. In
contrast, for preemptive tasks, the integer element means the
binary map by which task operations are assigned to the time
slots. Hence, the map tells how to select 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖, the length of
the task operation, out of (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 + 1) slots, the length of
the map. e number of choice options is bounded by𝑀𝑀 for
nonpreemptive tasks while by 𝑂𝑂(𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑂) for preemptive tasks
[14].

Now, a �tness function evaluates a schedule according to
the given systemgoal. For peak load estimation, the allocation
table is converted froma chromosome.en,we can calculate
the power demand for each slot, and the maximum of them
will be the peak load. e smaller the peak load, the better
the schedule. In addition to this basic encoding scheme, the
effect of delayed start must be further taken into account in
the �tness function. It can be better described by an example
shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2(a), there are 4 tasks,
so 𝑁𝑁 is 4. 𝑇𝑇0 and 𝑇𝑇1 are nonpreemptive, while 𝑇𝑇𝑂 and 𝑇𝑇3
are preemptive. In addition, we assume that the time window
consists of 10 slots,making𝑀𝑀 equivalent to 10.𝑇𝑇0 is activated
at the time slot 1 and must be completed by time slot 6. Its
operation length is 3, so its pro�le entry has three numbers,
each of which represents the power consumption on its time
slots when the task is run.

Next, Figure 2(b) shows how a chromosome is converted
to an allocation table. For an encoded vector of (2, 3, 58,
13), the element associated with 𝑇𝑇0 is 2. It means that 𝑇𝑇0
begins from time slot 2. Hence, the pro�le entry (3, 2, 3) is
sequentially copied to 𝑇𝑇0 row of the allocation table from
time slot 2. e allocation for 𝑇𝑇1 can be explained in the
same way. For 𝑇𝑇𝑂, a preemptive task, its start time is 2 and
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deadline is 8. As its operation length is 4, 4 out of 7 slots need
to be selected. In the vector, 𝑇𝑇𝑂 is associated with 58, and its
binary equivalent is 0111010. e pro�le entry is mapped to
the allocation table for each appearance of 1, from time slot 2.
Hence, (0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 4, 0) is the allocation result for 𝑇𝑇𝑂, where
the �rst 0 is the power demand in slot 2.en, Figure 2(b) also
shows the per-slot power demand just below the allocation
table.e �tness function �nds the maximum of them, so �.0
is the �tness value for this allocation.

Figure 2(c) illustrates how to modify the allocation table
by P-Penalty and N-Penalty. First, 𝑇𝑇0 has N-Penalty of 4, and
its start is delayed by 1 slot, while average per-slot power
consumption is 2.67. Hence, ⌈1𝑀4⌉, namely, 1 extraslot is
added, and the its power consumption is 2.67 ÷ 4 = 0.67, as
shown in time slot 5. Second, 𝑇𝑇1 starts 3 slots later than its
activation time, and its N-Penalty is 2. ⌈3𝑀𝑂⌉, namely, 2 slots
are added for this delay. ey are slots 5 and 6. As average
power consumption is 3.0, slot 5 has power consumption of
3 while slot 6 has 1.5. Next, 𝑇𝑇𝑂 has P-Penalty of 0.2, and it
is delayed by 1 slot. Hence, power consumption in every slot
is increased by 20%. For 𝑇𝑇3, each slot increases by 10%. If
a preemptive task has N-Penalty and 𝑝𝑝 slots are additionally
needed, 𝑝𝑝 slots are selected out of slots from its start time
(not its activation time) to deadline. e peak load takes
place at the 5th slot, and peak value has changed to 10.6. It
must be mentioned that slot length extension can lead to the
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violation of deadline constraints for some tasks. However,
those schedules will be eliminated in genetic iterations.

3.3. Genetic Iterations. With the design of an encoding
scheme and the de�nition of the �tness function, genetic
operations are executed, continuously improving the quality
of population.e overall procedure is described in Figure 3.
Each evolutionary step generates a population of candidate
solutions and evaluates them according to a given �tness
function. Even though the genetic algorithm can possibly fail
to �nd an optimal solution, its efficiency makes itself very
practical, as the schedule must be created within the system’s
tolerance. For initial population, a prede�ned number of
chromosomes are generated randomly. In a chromosome,
each element is selected from th e valid range of the associated
task.at is all schedules in the population canmeet the time
constraint of each task. is restriction narrows the search
scope and cuts off the chance of creating a better schedule by
mating invalid schedules. However, without this restriction,
the scheduler spends too much time in processing invalid
schedules, which violate the time constraint of some tasks.

e iteration mainly consists of selection and reproduc-
tion. Selection is a method that picks parents according to
the �tness function. e Roulette wheel selection gives more
chances to chromosomes having better �tness values for
mating. Actually, we have also tried other strategies such
as the tournament selection; however, the Roulette wheel
scheme performs better than others in most cases. Repro-
duction or crossover is the process of taking two parents and
producing offspring with the hope that the offspring will be a
better solution.is operation randomly selects a pair of two
crossover points and swaps the substrings from each parent.
Reproduction may generate the same chromosome with
currently existing ones in the population. It is meaningless
to have multiple instances of a single schedule, so they will
be replaced by new random ones. Additionally, mutation
exchanges two elements in a single chromosome. In our
scheme, the meaning of the value is different for preemptive
and nonpreemptive tasks. Hence, the mutation across the
different task domains must be prohibited.

4. PerformanceMeasurement

is section implements the proposed allocation method
usingVisual C++ 6.0,making it run on the platform equipped
with Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 3.0GB memory, and Windows
Vista operating system. e time slot length is implicitly
selected to be 5min, considering the period of price signal
change. For the scheduling window of 2 hours,𝑀𝑀 is set to 24.
For a task, the start time is selected randomly between 0 and
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, while the operation length and the slack exponentially
distribute with the averages of 5.0 and 3.0 slots, respectively.
A task will be discarded and replaced if the �nish time,
namely, the sum of start time and operation length, exceeds
𝑀𝑀. In addition, the power level for each time slot ranges from
1.0 to 10.0. e power scale is not explicitly speci�ed, as it
depends on the grid type and included devices. As for genetic
operations, each population includes 96 chromosomes, while
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F 3: Scheduler operation.

the number of iterations is set to 1,000.is con�guration can
create a schedule within 1 second. Actually, even with more
iterations, the �tness value hardly gets improved.

For performance comparison, the Earliest scheduling
scheme initiates tasks as soon as they get ready and makes
it run without preemption. It adopts no control strategy but
provides a measure for a comparative assessment for the
efficiency of other charging strategies.e experimentmainly
focuses on peak load and total load for the schedule found
by the proposed scheme. Extrapower load is not added to
the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme, as the activation time is the same as the
start time for every task. Main performance metrics include
the number of tasks, P-Penalty, N-Penalty, and slack. In the
subsequent experiments, the number of preemptive tasks
is set to 3, as the nonpreemptive tasks are more common.
For each parameter setting, 30 sets are generated, and their
results are averaged. In the performance comparison graphs,
the curve marked by 𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺 plots the performance of the
proposed genetic scheduler.

e �rst experiment measures both peak load and total
load according to the number of tasks, while the experiment
results are plotted in Figure 4. Here, the number of tasks
ranges from 4 to 20. For the experiment, every preemptive
task is assumed to have P-Penalty of 0.05, while every
nonpreemptive task is assumed to have N-Penalty of 3. As
the average power consumption is almost the same for each
task, for a sufficiently large number of tasks, both peak load
and total load linearly increase along with the number of
tasks. As shown in Figure 4(a), the proposed scheme reduces
the peak load by 35.2% when the number of tasks is 8. e
performance gap is generally uniform for the range of a given
number of tasks. Total load indicates how much overhead is
added due to peak load distribution. As shown in Figure 4(b),
just a small difference is found between two cases of 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
and proposed schemes. e difference tends to get larger
when there are more tasks, but it remains less than 5%. is
experiment discovers that our scheme achieves signi�cant
peak load reduction just with small increase in the total load.

e next experiment measures peak load and total load
according to the P-Penalty ranging from 0 to 0.1, and the
results are shown in Figure 5. In this experiment, the number
of tasks is set to 10, and N-Penalty is to 3. Peak load and
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total load do not change in the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme, as the
number of tasks is �xed to 10. However, Figure 5(a) shows
that peak load is rarely affected by the change of P-Penalty
also in the proposed scheme. Peak load lies between 22.1
and 22.3. is result indicates that the proposed scheme can
stably �nd an e�cient schedule, even if peak load is expected
to linearly increase along with P-Penalty. According to the
graph, our genetic scheduler reduces peak load by around
33.1%, compared with the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme. In addition, the
total load increases when P-Penalty gets larger almost linearly
as shown in Figure 5(b). e difference in the total load
is about 10.1% between the two schemes when P-Penalty
reaches 0.1.

In addition, Figure 6 traces the effect ofN-Penalty to peak
and total load, respectively. In the experiment, N-Penalty is
changed from 1 to 10, while the number of tasks is set to 15
and P-Penalty to 0.05. A smaller value of N-Penalty makes
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the total power consumption increase more. If N-Penalty
is 1, each slot of delay leads to one slot of extension. As
in the previous experiment, both peak load and total load
remain constant in the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme, as the number of
tasks is �xed. �ur genetic scheduler places those tasks having
severe penalty as earlier as possible to minimize the in�uence
of delayed starts. As a result, the genetic scheduler reduces
peak load by 26.2%, even when N-Penalty is 1. In addition,
just 9.2% of load is added to the total power consumption,
compared with the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme.

Finally, Figure 7 measures the effect of task slack to peak
load and total load, respectively. Here, the slack ranges from
1 to � slots, while the number of tasks is �xed to 15, P-
Penalty to 0.05, andN-Penalty to 3.e larger the slack is, the
more options scheduler has in placing task operation in the
allocation table. Actually, the large number of options means
the increase in the search space size. e genetic scheduler
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has an additional tradeoff between the execution speed and
accuracy. However, as the penalty also increases if the task
operation is delayed for better distribution, it is difficult to
design a straightforward policy in task scheduling. For the
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme, peak load is also affected by the slack size,
even if not so much, as a smaller slack value is highly likely to
make several tasks activated at the same time slot.

Figure 7(a) shows that peak load of the proposed scheme
is smaller than that of the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 scheme by up to 35.7%,
when the slack is 4 slots. e improvement is smallest
when task operations are tight; namely, tasks have small
slacks. Even though this experiment cannot �nd a regular
improvement pattern due to two con�icting factors of even
distribution and increased penalty, our scheme outperforms
by at least 26.1% for the whole slack range. Additionally,
according to Figure 7(b), total load gets larger according
to the increase of the slack. e gap increases from 3.1%
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just to 6.8%. Aer all, this experiment discovers that our
genetic scheduler takes advantage ofmore scheduling options
stemmed from large slack, justwith a little increase in the total
load.

5. Conclusions

e smart grid is a future power system which essen-
tially employs WSANs for its applications such as wireless
meter reading and remote system monitoring. e power
management for actuators gets more important, as many
standard protocols such as Zigbee have already achieved
signi�cant improvement in sensor network part. is paper
has designed an actuator operation scheduler capable of
reducing peak load in power consumption of actuator tasks,
taking advantage of genetic algorithms. Based on the load
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pro�le speci�cation and the task model consisting of nonpre-
emptive and preemptive tasks, each schedule is represented
by a chromosome. Here, a schedule is also equivalent to an
allocation time table. e �tness function calculates per-slot
power consumption to �nd the peaking slot. In schedule
evaluation, P-Penalty andN-Penalty account for the extended
operation length or increased power consumption brought by
the delayed start of some actuator operations, respectively.

Extensive experiments have been conducted to measure
the performance of the proposed scheme mainly in terms of
peak load and total load according to the number of tasks,
P-Penalty, N-Penalty, and task slack. e experiment reveals
that our genetic scheduler reduces the peak load by up to
35.2% for the given parameter set compared with the Earliest
scheduling scheme. Moreover, genetic operations can �nd
an efficient schedule, smartly compromising two con�icting
objectives of even power load distribution and small actuator
initiation delay. Our genetic scheduler can possibly integrate
an intelligent heuristic in initial population selection and
genetic loop customization. In addition, a new system goal
can be de�ned such as cost reduction and renewable energy
integration.

As future work, we are planning to integrate renewable
energies and charging facilities for electric vehicles into our
WSAN-based power management system for smart build-
ings. Future buildings are highly likely to install distributed
power generation equipments for solar and wind energies,
while electric vehicles put signi�cant load on the power sys-
tem if they are plugged in to the power grid simultaneously.
Computational intelligence can overcome the complexity in
coordinating many different power entities having their own
roles in power consumption scenarios.
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